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Appleton Roebuck and Acaster Selby Neighbourhood Development Plan 
Consultation Response Form 

Personal Information 

Title Mr 

First Name Stuart 

Last Name Vendy on behalf of Samuel Smith Old 
Brewery (Tadcaster) 

Address: 

Line 1 Cunnane Town Planning LLP 

Line 2 PO Box 305 

Line 3 

Line 4 Manchester 

Post Code M21 3BQ 

Telephone Number 0161 861 0410 

Email address 
Stuart.vendy@cunnanetownplanning.co.uk 

Section /Page  

Please indicate which section, page and 
paragraph your comments relate to. 

Comment type 

Please indicate whether your comment is  
in support of, objection to, or is a  
general comment on the Neighbourhood  
Plan. (please mark the appropriate box with an ‘x’) 

Notification 

Please indicate with an ‘x’ in the box if you would like to be notified  
of the local planning authority’s decision under Regulation 19 in  
relation to the neighbourhood development plan, to make (or adopt) 
the plan under section 38A(6) of the 2004 Act. 

Page 29, para 4.5.1 

Support 

Object X 

General / Neutral 

X 
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Comment & proposed changes to the Plan: 
(continue on a separate page if necessary) 
 
Page 29, para 4.5.1 
 
I note that the definition of ‘small scale development’ is proposed to be adopted from 
Selby District Council as being under 10 units.  This is in the face of the residents 
expressing an overwhelming preference within the Residential Survey, for housing 
schemes to be limited to 5 units or less, and no apparent policy basis for such a 
threshold. 
 
I object to the adoption of the 10 unit threshold for the following reasons. 
 
Firstly, definition of 10 units or fewer which appears to be used by Selby District Council 
is not, as far as I am aware, defined within either adopted Development Plan policy or any 
relevant Glossary of Terms.  The conformity references cited below policy H1 have been 
assessed in this regard. 
 
Whilst the definition of ‘major’ and ‘minor’ applications for development management 
purposes is set nationally at 10 dwellings, this has little bearing on the proper planning of 
small rural settlements such as Appleton Roebuck.  This definition is an administrative 
tool for the development management process, rather than having any relevance to the 
neighbourhood planning process.   
 
I am aware that a 10 unit threshold is used in the calculation of affordable housing 
contributions, and has been used in the assessment of allocated and committed 
residential sites, however these neither prevent sites smaller than 10 units coming 
forward in locations such as Appleton Roebuck.  They are District wide tools which have 
limited relevance to the issues raised in creating a Neighbourhood Plan for a small rural 
settlement.   
 
Whilst policies dealing with DSV Status provide for ‘limited growth’ of these settlements, 
those policies apply to 18 separate DSV settlements throughout the District, each with 
their own character, sustainability characteristics and physical ability to support 
development.  The definition of ‘limited growth’ is not set out within the Core Strategy 
Local Plan and therefore the NDP cannot be in conflict with it. 
 
Consequently, the arbitrary adoption of the 10 dwelling threshold is inappropriate. 
 
Secondly, the survey data collected at page 60 of the NDP shows that there are very 
strong views expressed from local residents in support of a threshold of less than 5 
dwellings.  The NDP itself acknowledges that this preference is ‘overwhelming’ however 
appears to adopt the 10 dwelling threshold ‘in order to comply with SDC policy’. 
 
The underlying purpose of the Neighbourhood Plan process is to provide tailored and 
locally supported policies, which seek to guide and shape development within the 
Neighbourhood Plan area.  Policy SP2 of the Core Strategy provides for: 
 

 ‘some scope for additional residential and small scale employment growth to 
support rural sustainability’ 
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The overwhelming locally expressed preference for defining ‘additional residential’ for 
these purposes is well evidenced within the Residents Survey at a level below 5 
dwellings. 

One of the fundamental requirements of the neighbourhood planning process is that the 
policies and plans are required to secure the support of the wider community and reflect 
their concerns and ambitions for the area.  They are also required not to conflict with the 
Local Plan, however in this case, the only component of the Local Plan that is adopted is 
the Core Strategy.   

The clearly expressed and recorded views of the overwhelming majority of the residents 
in the area, have been set aside in order to comply with an unreferenced Selby District 
Council’s ‘definition’ and policy.  The NDP is intended to reflect and express the views of 
the local population, garner their support and provide a robust and lawful basis upon 
which to assess proposals.  The policy, as currently drafted does not achieve these aims 
and requirements. 

Lastly, the proposed adoption of a 10 dwelling threshold appears to have been purely in 
order to comply with SDC policy.  There is no evidence available to show that this 
threshold has been tested as appropriate for the neighbourhood area, that it will not the 
key characteristics of the area, or that it would result in a sustainable pattern of 
development.  Without this the policy cannot profess to be evidence led, or in compliance 
with the ‘golden thread’ of NPPF. 

In summary, and having regard to the above, evidence within the Residential Survey 
clearly indicates that the threshold considered to provide an appropriate level of growth 
for the settlement, and for the settlement to fulfil its role within the wider District is at a 
level of less than 5 dwellings.  There is no issue of non-compliance with Local Plan policy, 
and no requirement for the NDP to adopt the 10 dwelling threshold currently used by 
Selby District Council. 




